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Abstract
Multi-phase flow imaging is a challenging topic in industrial process tomography. In
this paper, we present a non-invasive imaging technique for the electrically conductive
phase of a multi-phase flow problem. Magnetic induction tomography (MIT) is sensi-
tive to the conductivity of the target, and as such has the potential to be used as an
imaging technique to visualise the conductive components in a multi-phase flow appli-
cation. A 16 channel MIT system is used for this study, among which eight excitation
coils are supplied with a 15V peak, 13MHz sinusoidal signal in sequence from a signal
generator, while the remaining eight coils are floated as receivers. The imaging region
of this MIT system has an inner and outer diameter of 190mm and 200mm respectively.
Static fluid distribution patterns are produced using several fluids with diﬀerent con-
ductivities and placed inside the imaging region to form conductivity phase contrasts.
Experimental results show within our hardware and software capability, a conductivity
contrast of 0.06S/m for an inclusion that occupies 8.69% of the imaging region can be
imaged. An in-depth experimental evaluation of the system response towards various
fluid measurements is shown for the first time, as are results for quasi-static fluid exper-
iments showing that a non-homogenous flow of gas bubbles can be imaged in various
conductive backgrounds. In sum, the analyses presented investigate the feasibility and
capability of MIT for this application, while also reporting some of the first flow rig
tests in this field.
Keywords: two-phase flow imaging, magnetic induction tomography, experimental
evaluation
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1. Introduction
Magnetic Induction Tomography (MIT) is also known as electromagnetic induction
tomography or eddy current tomography. It is a relatively low cost technique, although
due to its soft-field nature, the resolution of MIT has not yet met the standards for
widespread commericalisation. The underlying principles of MIT is that a magnetic
field is excited and registered by inductive coils arranged around the imaging region;
the spatial distribution of magnetic field and the mutual coupling between the coils is
then altered by material presented in the imaging region. Materials can be either ferro-
magnetic or conductive. In a typical 2D phantom study case, the cross-sectional images
of the properties of the object can be reconstructed using the voltage or phase measure-
ments collected from the inductive coils. Because of the non-hazardous, non-invasive
and contactless natures of MIT, its use has been proposed for numerous applications,
including foreign material monitoring [1], geological exploration [2], non-destructive
evaluations [3, 4, 5], and biomedical imaging [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
It is also considered more advantageous to use MIT in flow imaging compared to
electrical resistance tomography techniques [15, 16, 17]. Due to the low resolution of
this technique, the realisation of MIT as a smart imaging device for industrial process
tomography remains a challenging topic. There have been reported cases where MIT
is used for metal visualisation and solidification [18, 19, 20]; however, the experimental
validation in two-phase or multi-phase flow imaging using MIT is still limited. It is
considered that MIT could be complementary to existing techniques for multi-phase
flow imaging as MIT is sensitive to the conductive component of the flow mixtures
[21, 22]. A feasibility study of electromagnetic imaging in distinguishing two type of
conductivities: fat and water-bearing fat free tissues was presented in 1993 [23]. This
study was primarily focused on the imaging of biomedical tissue, however, the concept of
MIT be used in flow process was introduced and validated for the first time. Albrechtsen
et al [24] proposed a single channel MIT system to measure the water content in multi-
phase flow using experimental phantom recordings. Based on the observations, the
authors concluded the correlation between the position of the coil and the water/oil
interface could be overcome by a full tomographic system. Similar conclusions have
also been drawn by Hammer et al [25]. Liu et al [26] proposed a parallel excitation
structure for MIT in an attempt to image conductive or ferromagnetic properties in
two phase flow. However, this work was limited in scope, focussing a simulation of the
sensing field, and as such experimental results were not included in the publication. It
was not until 2008 that a full MIT system had demonstrable feasibility for two phase
flow imaging. Watson et al [27] studied a phantom simulated multi-phase flow in an oil
pipeline, with the imaging conductivity of the system found to be below 10S/m. More
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recently, Wei et al [28] demonstrated an experiment-based two phase flow imaging using
a 16 channel MIT system. Although the experimental results were satisfactory, showing
that a conductivity contrast as small as 1.58S/m can be imaged, the authors did not
pursue further analysis of the results.
This paper presents a critical evaluation of MIT for two phase flow imaging. Both
static and quasi-static experiments are presented to evaluate the MIT in variety of con-
ditions. The practical diﬃculties, fundamental limitation, and potential improvement
of this technique are discussed.
2. Method
In a MIT system, the coil array consists of a set of excitation coils, which produce
an electromagnetic field within a cross section of an imaging region. A set of detection
coils are used to detect the changes in the field due to changes in permeability and
conductivity inside the vessel. The governing equations of MIT problem are as follows.
r⇥ E =  j!µH (1)
r⇥H = (  + j!")E (2)
r · µH = 0 (3)
where r is the gradient operator, E is the electric field strength, H is the magnetic
field strength, ! is the applied angular frequency, µ is the magnetic permeability,   is
the electrical conductivity and " is the permittivity distribution in the sensing field.
In the forward problem of MIT, a reduced magnetic vector potential is used [29]. The
general equation in quasi-static electromagnetic field can be written as equation 4.
r⇥ 1
µ
r⇥ Ar + j! Ar = r⇥Hs   j! As  r⇥ 1
µ
µ0Hs (4)
where Ar is the reduced magnetic vector potential in the eddy current region, where Hs
is the magnetic field generated by an excitation coil, which can be directly computed
from in any point P in free space from source current density Js:
Hs =
ˆ
⌦n
Js(Q)⇥ rQP
4⇡ | rQP |3 d⌦Q (5)
where rQP is the vector pointing from the source point Q to the field point P . As is the
impressed magnetic vector potential as a result of Js, and µ0 is the permeability of the
free space. In equation 4, the only unknown is Ar, which can be computed by solving
the system linear equation [30].
SAr = b (6)
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where S is a system matrix, and b is the right hand side current density. The inverse
problem of MIT can be solved by using a linear image reconstruction algorithm [31].
4  = (JTJ + ↵R1 +  R2) 1JT (4V ) (7)
where 4V is the change in the induced voltage measurements, J is the sensitivity ma-
trix computed from the forward model [32], R1 is a Laplacian regularisation term, R2
is an identity matrix, and ↵ and   are the regularisation factors for R1 and R2 respec-
tively. As shown in 7, this linear image reconstruction algorithm utilises a combination
of Laplacian and Tikhonov based regularisation terms, therefore it is also called hybrid
reconstruction algorithm. This algorithm is found to be eﬀective, particularly in cases
whereby there is a non-uniform distribution of the sensitivity map in the imaging re-
gion [33, 34]; however, it is not a well established algorithm in terms of selecting the
regularisation parameters automatically. In this study, the regularisation parameters
are selected empirically, with the values ↵ = 1e   3 and   = 1e2. Both parameters
are applied to reconstructed the images presented throughout the paper so that the
results can be compared in a fair and consistence manner, this is further discussed in
later section. It is shown that using this hybrid image reconstruction algorithm, an
improved imaging resolution can be achieved compared to using a single regularisation
parameter based linear reconstruction algorithm [28].
3. Static fluid test results
3.1. Experimental setup
The Bath MIT system is used for this study, which consists of 16 coils arranged
around the imaging periphery. The inner diameter, outer diameter and the length of
the imaging region are 190mm, 200mm and 90mm respectively. The driving frequency
is 13MHz, with a 15V peak driving voltage and a driving current of 0.39A, the coil
resonance frequency is 45MHz. This system is developed using a series of National
Instrument hardwares [35]. This system can achieve an imaging speed at approximately
15s per frame. Despite the fact it has not yet met the industrial standard for flowing
imaging, it is however suitable for a range of static and quasi-static fluid testing in a
laboratory environment.
A series of systematic experiments are conducted to demonstrate the likely conditions
of an industrial process environment using static fluid distribution patterns. Several
terms are used throughout this study, hence it is worth giving the description for each
term.
• Imaging region: the region of interest where the static fluid distribution pattern
is measured using 16 inductive coils on the periphery.
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• Background conductivity: the conductivity of the contents of the imaging region,
excluding any inclusions.
• Inclusion: an area of diﬀerential conductivity within the imaging region, as com-
pared to the background conductivity. As this study utilises fluids, the back-
ground material and the inclusion(s) of interest can both be fluid distribution
patterns. In this case, the inclusion is kept distinct from the background by being
bottled in a non-conductive object.
• Conductivity contrast: the diﬀerence between the conductivity of the background
and the inclusion.
• Area ratio: ratio of the cross-sectional area of the inclusion to the area of the
total imaging region.
• Norm value of phase diﬀerence: the norm value of the phase shift measurement
between the background and the inclusion (millidegrees), and it is calculated
directly from the raw measurements with no calibration. As a diﬀerence imaging
is used in this study, the norm value presents the phase shifts in a single value.
• Imaging contrast: the ability to distinguish conductivity contrast in an image.
• Imaging resolution: the ability to distinguish between two adjacent structures in
an image.
Two scenarios are considered to demonstrate the conductivity contrasts in the imaging
region, i.e., conductive inclusion(s) in a non-conductive background and non-conductive
inclusion(s) in a conductive background. A static fluid distribution pattern is introduced
to the background by bottling the fluid in a non-conductive cylindrical container. In
each scenario, the inclusion is measured in three dimensions (28.70mm, 56.00mm, and
72.52mm, hereafter small, medium and large respectively). As the fluid is bottled in a
closed area in the imaging region, it is feasible to calculate the ratio of the cross-sectional
area of the inclusion to the total imaging region (i.e., area ratio). The area ratios of
a single inclusion in the imaging region for small, medium and large dimensions are
2.28%, 8.69% and 14.57% respectively. For each experiment, both single and multiple
inclusions of the same size are tested. In the case of a single inclusion, the experiment
is conducted in three diﬀerent positions to assess the spatial homogeneity of the system
response (marked as pos1, pos2 and pos3 in Figure 1). Similarly, when two inclusions
are tested in the imaging region, pos1 and pos2 are selected as a representative example;
when three inclusions are tested, all three positions are used (Figure 1). In total, over
600 sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate the MIT system for imaging two phase
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distributions of static fluid in the imaging region. The aim of the static fluid distribution
tests is to identify the smallest conductivity contrast that can be reconstructed and the
area ratio for that contrast.
Figure 1: The experimental setup, in this case showing three inclusions within the imaging region.
3.2. Fluid distribution patterns in a free space background
Three saline solutions with diﬀerent conductivity values are used, of 1.52S/m,
4.06S/m and 5.94S/m (low, medium and high) respectively. Each solution is bottled in
the aforementioned non-conductive containers (small, medium and large). These con-
tainers are placed within the imaging region in each experiment as the only inclusion.
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed images for, by row, one, two and three inclusions
of, by column, small, medium and large area ratios. In all cases, the conductivity
of the inclusion(s) is 1.52S/m. It can be seen that for small inclusions, conductivity
contrasts cannot be reliably reconstructed regardless of the position of the inclusion
or the number of inclusions in the imaging region (first row in Figure 2). For both
medium and large inclusions, images of one, two or three inclusions can be reliably
reconstructed. This suggests that in this scenario, for a given conductivity contrast, if
the inclusion cannot be imaged, increasing the number of inclusions does not contribute
to any significant gain in information. However, by increasing the dimension of the
inclusion, this could result in an improved resolution in the reconstructed image. This
suggests that in this case, the dimension of the inclusion is more informative with
regard to image reconstruction than the number of inclusions being imaged. This
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phenomenon can be explained by reference to the sensitivity distribution of the MIT
system: areas nearer sensors are comparatively more sensitive than regions farther away
[36]. Furthermore, although the area ratio covered by a small inclusion is, by definition,
less than that of a medium or large inclusion, and increasing the number of inclusions
further introduces a field perturbation into the imaging region, small inclusions still
cover a less sensitive area compared to medium or large counterparts, resulting in
unsuccessful image reconstruction.
Figure 2: Reconstructed images for, by row, small, medium and large inclusions of, by column, one,
two and three inclusions in a free space background. The conductivity of the inclusion is 1.52S/m in
all cases.
In this section, the aim of the experiments is to investigate whether for the same
number of inclusions, of the same dimension and at the same testing positions, the
conductivity of the inclusion aﬀects its detectability. The first row in Figure 3 shows
the reconstructed images for a single inclusion in the same testing position for conduc-
tivities of 1.52S/m, 4.06S/m and 5.94S/m (low, medium and high) respectively. Each
column refers to a diﬀerent inclusion size (small, medium or large). It can be seen
that for a single, individual inclusion, an image cannot be reconstructed for at low or
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medium conductivities and that at high conductivity, the reconstructed image contains
multiple, notable artifacts. For two or three inclusions, at all three levels of conductiv-
ity, the image reconstructions are successful. By comparing the reconstructed images
of multiple medium and multiple large inclusions, we observe more uniform colouration
(i.e., similar values) amongst medium-sized compared to large inclusions.
Figure 3: Reconstructed images for, by row, one, two and three inclusions of, by column, small,
medium and large inclusions in a free space background. The conductivity of the inclusion is, by
column, 1.52S/m, 4.06S/m and 5.94S/m respectively.
Figure 4 contains two sets of plots, showing the norm value of the phase diﬀerence
against either the change in area ratio (left, in black) or the change in conductivity level
(right, in brown). Both sets of plots are produced using one, two or three inclusions (top
to bottom, respectively). The norm value of the phase diﬀerence against the change in
area ratio behaves similarly in all cases: there is a low variance for the size change from
small to medium, increasing substantially when the dimensions change from medium to
large. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 2. By contrast, for medium and
large inclusions, there is a linear correlation between conductivity level and the norm
value of the phase diﬀerence. For small dimension, the plots for one, two and three
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inclusion(s) are inconsistent, this also explains the unsuccessful image reconstruction
shown in the top row of Figure 2.
Figure 4: The norm value of the phase diﬀerence against the change in area ratio (left, in black) and
the change in conductivity level (right, in brown). Both sets of plots are produced using one, two or
three inclusions (top to bottom, respectively).
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3.3. Fluid distribution patterns in a silicone oil background
The silicone oil used in this study has an electrical insulation property, and as such
can be used as a non-conductive background. Figure 5 shows the reconstructed images
of one to three inclusions of a 1.52S/m saline solution in a silicone oil background
(columns left to right, respectively), of either small, medium or large dimensions (first,
second and third rows, respectively). We show that the image quality increases as the
dimension of the inclusion increases, and that furthermore the ability to distinguish the
location of multiple inclusions become more pronounced as their dimensions increase.
Figure 5: Reconstructed images for, by row, small, medium and large dimensions of, by column, one,
two and three inclusions of saline solution in a free space background. The conductivity of the saline
solution is 1.52S/m in all cases.
3.4. Fluid distribution patterns in a saline solution background
In this section, two phase liquid imaging is investigated using silicone oil to represent
a non-conductive inclusion and saline solution (conductivity 1.52S/m) as a conductive
background. Figure 6 shows the reconstructed images of three sizes of inclusions - small,
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medium and large, as shown in the first, second and third rows, respectively. Although
the conductivity contrast is the same as presented in Figure 5, the reconstructed images
notably diﬀer. For instance, it appears that the dimension of the inclusion carries
comparatively little informative weight with regard to the quality of the image - this is
in contrast to Figure 5, whereby increases in inclusion size from small to medium can
noticeably isolate the area of interest.
Figure 6: Reconstructed images for, by row, small, medium and large dimensions of, by column, one,
two and three inclusions of silicone oil in a saline solution background (conductivity 1.52S/m).
3.5. Fluid distribution patterns in a tap water background
Compared to the other conductive fluids previously discussed, tap water is not only
more common but has comparatively low conductivity. As such, we repeated the above
experiment using tap water as a background and silicone oil as an inclusion, in order
to determine the smallest conductivity contrast at which image reconstruction is still
feasible. Figure 7 shows the reconstructed images of one, two and three inclusion(s) of
silicone oil in a tap water background. Although image quality is poor in comparison
to previous results, this is nevertheless an encouraging finding, as it shows that image
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reconstruction is possible at a conductivity contrast of 0.06S/m, for an inclusion that
occupies 8.69% of the total imaging region.
Figure 7: Reconstructed images for, by row, small, medium and large dimensions of, by column, one,
two and three inclusions of silicone oil in a tap water background (conductivity 0.06S/m).
3.6. Non-homogenous conductive fluid imaging in a free space background
A stratified flow regime is one of the classic flow regimes in industrial process to-
mography. A core aspect of this regime is the diﬀerentiation of multiple liquid flows,
of variable conductivity, into strata. Our experimental setup does not allow the direct
testing of flow, although it is nevertheless of interest to determine whether strata can
be distinguished for non-homogenous, albeit in this case static, liquids. The aim of this
experiment is to study the capability of our system in resolving areas of non-uniform
distributions of conductive inclusions. In this experiment, a conductive fluid is used
with a conductivity of 6.20S/m. This fluid is bottled in plastic containers with outer
diameter of 37mm and a height of 79mm. Each container is fully filled with 50ml fluid.
Strata are created within the imaging region by aligning multiple containers as shown
in Figure 8 (marked by dashed lines). As the conductivity and volume of fluid in each
bottle is constant, varying the number of bottles allowed us to vary the total volume
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of conductive fluid in each stratum. As the bottles are surrounded by free space, each
strata is a non-homogenous mix of both conductive and non-conductive material. Three
strata are tested, varying by total volume of conductive fluid (4, 8, and 13 containers,
i.e., 200ml, 400ml and 650ml, respectively). Reconstructed images shown from the left
to the right in the bottom row of Figure 8.
Figure 8: Experimental setup (top) and reconstructed images (bottom) of three strata, each of non-
homogeous conductive fluids in a free space background. By volume, strata are 200ml, 400ml and
650ml, from the left to the right respectively.
4. Quasi-static fluid measurements
This section investigates the feasibility of gas bubble imaging in a flow rig. The
inner diameter, outer diameter and the length of the flow rig are 190mm, 200mm and
800mm respectively. The flow rig is positioned centrally in the imaging region with a
16 channel coil array on the periphery (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Bubble testing setup.
Five diﬀerent conductive fluids are used in this experiment, with conductivities of
0.06S/m, 1.81S/m, 3.20S/m, 5.13S/m and 12.64S/m respectively. The background data
are taken from the empty flow rig, and the fluid measurements are taken when the flow
rig is filled with diﬀerent volumes of fluids, from 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 to 15 litres.
Repeated measurements are also taken as the rig is drained. The aim of these tests is to
assess both the sensitivity of the system, and the optimal range of conductivity range
that can be accurately measured. In total, 95 sets of data are collected for evaluation.
As the phase shift caused by the fluid is determined by both the conductivity of the
fluid and the volume of the fluid, the phase shift varies accordingly. Figure 10 shows the
norm value of the phase diﬀerence against the volume of fluid, when the total volume of
the fluid increases from 4 to 15 litres at five diﬀerent conductivity values. There is an
increase in the norm value when the fluid begins to reach the bottom of the coil array,
and as the volume of the fluid increases, the norm value decreases. Further increases
in the volume result in consistent increases in the norm value of the phase diﬀerence,
with eventual saturation of the phase perturbation after 12 litres of fluid.
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Figure 10: The norm value of the phase diﬀerence against the volume of the fluid for backgrounds with
five diﬀerent conductivities (top). Shown in blue, red, magenta, black, and brown are conductivities
of 0.06S/m, 1.81S/m, 3.20S/m, 5.13S/m and 12.64S/m respectively. The norm value of the phase
diﬀerence against the volume of the fluid for a tap water background is shown in the bottom half of
the figure.
The fluid reaches the centre of the imaging region when the flow rig is filled with 9
litres of fluid. Figure 11 shows the norm value of the phase diﬀerence for five diﬀerent
conductivity backgrounds when the flow rig is filled with 9 litres of fluid. There is a
consistent increase in the norm value as the conductivity increases, which reaches its
peak value at a conductivity of 5.13S/m.
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Figure 11: The norm value of the phase diﬀerence for five diﬀerence conductivity backgrounds
(0.06S/m, 1.81S/m, 3.20S/m, 5.13S/m and 12.64S/m respectively) when the flow rig is filled with
9 litres of fluid.
Once the flow rig is filled with 15 litres of fluid, a stream of bubble gas is injected
on the periphery at 2 points opposite each other (labelled position 1 and position 2 in
Figure 12) to introduce the perturbation to the electromagnetic field. The aim of the
experiment is to test whether the system can reconstruct an image of the bubbles. A
snap shot of the bubble testing is reconstructed to show the average bubbles along the
axial direction. The imaging results are shown in Figure 12; note the value of the scale
decreases as the conductivity of the background decreases. Although the gas bubbles are
themselves non-conductive, they are injected into a conductive background; as such, the
areas that are injected with gas bubbles in fact have a non-homogenous non-conductive
feature. This experiment can be considered the opposite of the experiment shown
in Figure 8, where the results show the reconstructed images of a non-homogenous
conductive medium in a non-conductive background.
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Bubble position 1 Bubble position 2
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Bubble position 1 Bubble position 2
Figure 12: Reconstructed images of bubble flow in various backgrounds. Background conductivities
are, by row, 12.64S/m, 5.13S/m, 3.20S/m, 1.81S/m and 0.06S/m respectively.
Figure 13 shows the experimental setup and the reconstructed images of silicone
oil within a saline solution. The silicone oil is bottled in a non-conductive container
of height 180mm and outer diameter 130mm. The basal position of the container is
initially placed at the bottom of the flow rig and raised by 5cm until it surpasses the
fluid level. The experiment is performed twice, with a background conductivity of
1.81S/m and 12.64S/m respectively.
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side-view top-view
(a) (b)
Figure 13: Experimental setup of a silicone oil inclusion in two conductive backgrounds, with associated
images. (a) silicone oil inclusion within a 1.81S/m background, (b) silicone oil inclusion within a
12.64S/m background.
Figure 14 shows the norm value for the phase diﬀerence resulting from the movement
of the silicone oil along the axial direction within the conductive background. The
distance whereby the silicone oil container is placed within the imaging region is set
to be the reference distance, i.e., 0cm along the axial direction. For a background
with 1.81S/m conductivity, the norm value of the phase diﬀerence initially decreases;
from -15cm and greater, however, the value starts to increase. This is also called the
fringe eﬀect of the sensing region as the sensing area in the axial direction depends
on the conductivity contrast between the background and the inclusion [37], consistent
with the observations in Figure 10. The norm value of the phase diﬀerence reaches its
peak when the silicone oil container arrives in the imaging region. Further increasing
the distance, the value starts to decrease again. As the distance surpasses 15cm, the
silicone oil does not seem to cause any distinct perturbation in the phase diﬀerence.
For the background with conductivity 12.64S/m, the overall norm value of the phase
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diﬀerence does not change as sharply as that for 1.81S/m. At -20cm, the norm value
of the phase diﬀerence caused by background conductivities of 1.81S/m and 12.64S/m
are 10.94 and 12.83 respectively. As the norm value of the phase diﬀerence caused by a
higher conductive background already exceeds its counterpart, at this point, the fringe
eﬀect is not observed between -20 to -10cm.
Figure 14: The norm value of the phase diﬀerence resulting from the movement of the silicone oil along
the axial direction within two conductive backgrounds, 1.81S/m and 12.64S/m respectively.
5. Discussion
The visualisation of conductive phase flow is a challenging problem in industrial
process tomography, with a need to develop a cost-eﬀective, non-invasive yet robust
imaging technique in this area. This paper investigates the feasibility of MIT for this
application and also highlights the diﬃculties associated with it. Four background
measurements are collected by contrasting both non-conductive (free space and sili-
cone oil) and conductive fluids (saline solution and tap water, with conductivities of
1.52S/m and 0.06S/m, respectively) to represent a range of scenarios of potential in-
terest in industrial process tomography. The results of static fluid tests confirm the
viability of MIT in visualising the conductivity contrasts. We also found that the MIT
phase measurements show a linear response with respect to electrical conductivity for
a given dimension and location of an inclusion, while the phase changes arising from
the changing dimensions of an inclusion have a non-linear relationship.
In addition, it is commonplace to have fluids separated into diﬀerent layers by den-
sity, weight or conductivity in industrial process tomography. Tests of non-homogenous
conductive fluids suggest that diﬀerent strata of conductive fluids can be distinguished,
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and although in this case the distribution of eddy currents could diﬀer from an indus-
trial flow environment, we nevertheless show the potential of MIT in this respect. In
industrial environments, there may be bubble flows of gas in the uppermost part of the
flow pipe, and water only in the lowest part. The quasi-static experiments demonstrate
the capability of MIT in obtaining a 2D image of bubble flow along the axial dimension
of various conductive backgrounds, including water.
These quasi-static experiments also reveal that there is a strong fringing field eﬀect
of the MIT sensing region, consistent with similar observations in [38]. This suggests
that a 3D MIT system might be more robust compared to a 2D system, particularly
in obtaining the axial information of the fluid. Future studies will focus on this aspect
with the purpose to design a cost eﬀective 3D system, and subsequently develop real
time 3D reconstruction algorithms. For any conductivity contrast lower than the con-
ductivity contrast presented in this study, other contactless imaging techniques such as
electrical capacitance tomography might be able to operate. A combined capacitance
and inductive tomographic system will be studied in order to image both dielectric and
conductive phase contrasts. In our continued eﬀort, we will develop a more robust MIT
hardware capable of working in industrial environments, including both the mechanical
design of the sensors and improvement in hardware electronics.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in principle, the inverse problem needs to be
solved according to each specific imaging case. As such, the image reconstruction al-
gorithm needs to be applied according to each individual imaging subject. This would
introduce additional parameters (i.e., the number of iterations, the regularisation pa-
rameters or matrices) to this study, alongside the number, size and position of inclu-
sions, and the conductivity contrast. Therefore, in this study, a universal linear inverse
algorithm is used to reconstruct images with pre-calculated regularisation parameters
for all cases. This way, it is guaranteed that any change in the image reconstruction is
in fact due to the change in the fluid distribution patterns rather than the image recon-
struction software model, although this does suggest that the inverse model might not
be optimal for certain cases. In this study, a time diﬀerence imaging model is used in all
reconstructed images, which means the image represents a change in the conductivity
value and the colour bar correlates with the level of conductivity change. For instance,
if the conductivity of an inclusion is lower than the background conductivity, a negative
conductivity change is shown in blue colour; on the contrary, if the conductivity of an
inclusion is higher than the background conductivity, a positive conductivity change
is shown in red colour. In future studies, a nonlinear image reconstruction algorithm
might be necessary to enhance the resolution of the two phase contrasts, if it can be
developed in such a manner as to computationally eﬃcient for the purpose of real time
imaging.
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6. Conclusion
This study presents an experimental evaluation of MIT in conductive phase flow
imaging. Experiments are conducted covering as broad a range of conductivity con-
trasts as possible, so as to encompass several scenarios of potential interest in industrial
flow environments. Our evaluation of fluid experiments includes (a) a range of conduc-
tivity contrasts in which image reconstruction in various non-conductive and conductive
backgrounds is possible, (b) distinguishing three distributions of non-homogenous con-
ductive fluids in a free space, and (c) imaging a flow of non-homogenous bubbles of
gas in various conductive backgrounds. Taken together, we demonstrate various capa-
bilities of an MIT system in conductive phase imaging. With continued eﬀort in both
hardware and software development, MIT could eventually evolve to become a low cost,
non-invasive and fast imaging device in multi-phase flow tomography.
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